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Elden Ring was born in the One Piece RPG game series, where the art design was in partnership with
Eiichiro Oda, the original creator of One Piece. This game is a fantasy action game where the main
character, in the fantasy world where gods exist, is an adventurer who falls from the skies into a
fantasy world. Erennepetin, a dragon, will appear as an opponent to the adventurer when they
venture to the outer world. STORY: A young adventurer has fallen from the sky and landed in a

fantasy world as a result of a rift opened in the world. People call the adventurer a “devil”, because
they do not know what the world is and the adventurer is full of wonder. The adventurer discovers a

well-known item called the “Elden Ring” that can access the place that is the ground zero of the
reality chain of the fantasy world. The adventurer discovers a mysterious link between the outer and
inner worlds in the Elden Ring, and decides to pursue it. Together with his friends, he travels to the

world they found in the ring. DEVELOPMENT TEAM: Story: Satoru Okajima Elder Content Director
Based on the One Piece story, executive director, supervisor, and character designer for One Piece.
Original concept artist for the franchise. Manages the character designs and their operation. Also
responsible for managing the characters’ posture and expression. Eiichiro Oda Original Character
Designer Creator of One Piece. Manages designs of the main characters in the series. NEW IN THE
NEW FANTASY ACTION RPG From the One Piece series Character Design by: One Piece Artworks:
“Elden Ring” Original Web Novel and Manga Artwork —Schedule— Release Time: Q1 2020 (Fall)

Platform: PC (Steam) Publisher: Bigpoint Games/Furukawa Game Title: Elden Ring Details: Original
Story and Character Design by : “Elden Ring” Eiichiro Oda Eiichiro Oda Character Director Executive

Director Story / Illustration Game Producer Producer Character Concept Character

Features Key:
A new WORLD A myriad worlds are strewn in an endless expanse of open fields.

RPG Turn-Based Action Through tactical battles where you can even block your opponent's moves
with skill, you can enjoy the thrill of winning battles through your decisions and fighting strength.
NOVEL EXPANDED RPG SYSTEM New features such as Face Arm System, Strength & Magic, and

Personal Dialogue (SM) free the characters from the confines of previous Fantasy RPGs, allowing for
a fresh, full-scale RPG experience.

CLASS SPECIALIZATION Depending on the class you create, you can specialize in Strength, Magic,
Fitness, Medicine, Fencing, Thievery, Guilds, Other Crafts, Sub-Crafts, Adventure, Marketplaces, or
indeed any profession that suits you. Each class has its own special balance between strength and

magic.
QUALITY GAMEPLAY Excellent balance is maintained between character development and combat.
INNOVATIVE CARD BATTLE SYSTEM A familiar real-time battle system makes it possible for you to

enjoy strategy and card game feel at the same time.
Increased PRICE The high quality presentation with improved graphics, multiple-layered storylines,

and the newly added production cost..., all these lead to a higher price!
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“You think that your world’s problems don’t matter, but they matter even more in the Lands Between. In the
Lands Between, your problems are reflected in the people’s actions and world affairs. So you must search
for the source of problems in the Lands Between, then put an end to the evil. "Are you prepared for this
unknown, immense world? Based on the fantasy novel by Kaede, “The Heaven’s Lost Bride”, “THE ELDEN
RING” will be released for PlayStation4 on August 20, 2019.” (Releases on August 20, 2019) “Dinner Princess
"Ziya is delighted. The large-scale game introduced by the game’s official Twitter account has been
confirmed, and Ziya is working as a producer for the game. Of course, since it is the official Twitter account,
it's probably not wrong that its announcement refers to Ziya. "In the game, players will release a slice of
happiness to their players through the concept of ‘dinner princess’. They can ‘prepare meals and make
desserts’ with materials to give their players. If we understand well, the reality is such that it is not a
common game, but players choose a part-time job while relaxing so that they can cook delicious meals for
their players. "So I was confused, but it seems like it's fun, so I want to know more. Please look forward to
more information about this." (releases on July 10, 2019) REGISTERED DATA: “■ Game Features "Character
Customization "All of your players will be able to freely change their names and photos. The costume
changes and all of the accessories are all displayed on the player’s statue to be able to appreciate them.
"Statistic Function "You will be able to see the player’s level and the level of equipment used, as well as the
skills that they have acquired. "Opening Role "There will be a variety of items that you can open to obtain
information about your players. For example, they can play an opening role such as a mage or warrior, and
the player will be able to learn the opening role.” “■ Contents bff6bb2d33
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Features: 1. Creativity Unlimited Explore a vast world free of limitations. Enjoy the thrill of creating your own
character without limitations. 2. Power Up to the Limit Unlock and use powerful skills and items to defeat the
enemies. Take your character to the next level. 3. Dynamic Combat System Master the controls to move
freely and use your surroundings to your advantage. Show your sharpness in decisive battles. 4. Show Your
Moves Logged the best moves of your opponents on the battlefield and use them against them in battle.
Fight in the best ways. 5. In-Depth Damage System Full support for melee and ranged combat. Enhance
your character's power with different skills. 6. Upgrade Your Skill Make your character even stronger by
equipping items with great effects. Explore a vast world free of limitations. Enjoy the thrill of creating your
own character without limitations. Power Up to the Limit Unlock and use powerful skills and items to defeat
the enemies. Show Your Moves Logged the best moves of your opponents on the battlefield and use them
against them in battle. Fight in the best ways. In-Depth Damage System Full support for melee and ranged
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combat. Enhance Your Character's Power Make your character even stronger by equipping items with great
effects. Dynamics of an Action RPG: Mystic Action Fight with a unique action style featuring [Arrow] [Twist]
Special Moves and Ultimate Attacks. Interactive World Explore a vast world that can be freely traversed.
Heroic Action Enjoy an action-oriented experience with intense, fast-paced combat. Mobilities Use a variety
of the [Dual Blade] and [Cloak] to vary your strategy and take down enemies. Fast-paced Action As the
battle progresses, your moves will be displayed on the screen. Use the Display Commands to efficiently
move through the battlefield. Note: • For the European and Australian language versions, some additional
content for the stages and items will be included. • There is no update for the Japanese version due to the
low number of players. • Japanese language version is available for sale on the eShop, pending certification.
• In this version, the damage function and refinement data are adjusted so that the damage is roughly the

What's new:
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Achievement seekers! Here is your precentage number of blog views
increase by, I am smiling because it is my estimate to reach the
250,000 views after the three months time. In terms of support from
Korean players and Fans, special achievements have been released,
just for you, two times update of "ONCE" and "WIN THE TROPHY".
We will continue to make achievements about your helpful emails
and messages. So please enjoy them, and leave as much positive
comments as you can. Thank you again for all your support and
encouragement
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